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Several theories link processes of development and aging in humans.
In neuroscience, one model posits for instance that healthy agerelated brain degeneration mirrors development, with the areas
of the brain thought to develop later also degenerating earlier.
However, intrinsic evidence for such a link between healthy aging
and development in brain structure remains elusive. Here, we show
that a data-driven analysis of brain structural variation across 484
healthy participants (8–85 y) reveals a largely—but not only—transmodal network whose lifespan pattern of age-related change intrinsically supports this model of mirroring development and aging. We
further demonstrate that this network of brain regions, which develops relatively late during adolescence and shows accelerated degeneration in old age compared with the rest of the brain, characterizes
areas of heightened vulnerability to unhealthy developmental and
aging processes, as exemplified by schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s
disease, respectively. Specifically, this network, while derived
solely from healthy subjects, spatially recapitulates the pattern of
brain abnormalities observed in both schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s
disease. This network is further associated in our large-scale healthy
population with intellectual ability and episodic memory, whose
impairment contributes to key symptoms of schizophrenia and
Alzheimer’s disease. Taken together, our results suggest that the
common spatial pattern of abnormalities observed in these two
disorders, which emerge at opposite ends of the life spectrum,
might be influenced by the timing of their separate and distinct
pathological processes in disrupting healthy cerebral development
and aging, respectively.
brain structure

MRI does not distinguish between the various cellular mechanisms underpinning development and aging processes [e.g.,
dendritic and synaptic remodeling, neurogenesis and neuronal
death, astrogliosis, (de)myelination], this technique is sensitive to
detect the overall contribution of these mechanisms to macroscopic age-related changes in brain structure (8–10).
In 2000, Raz (11) presented for the first time MRI data suggesting that the chronological order of completion of intracortical
fibers myelination was associated with age-related differences in
cortical volume. In particular, Raz (12) later noted that “the
pattern of differential brain aging suggests that phylogenetically
newer and ontogenetically less precocious brain structures such as
association cortices and the neostriatum show increased vulnerability to the effects of aging . . . follow(ing) the rule of (phylogenetically and ontogenetically) last-in, first-out” (12). Direct
and intrinsic evidence for a clear link between brain structural
development and aging lending support to this evolutionary–
developmental “retrogenesis” model [or the “last-in, first-out”
model as Raz (12) and others call it] is needed, however. Most of
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any phylogenetic or ontogenetic models attempt to relate
development and aging at genetic, molecular, or cognitive
systems levels (1–4). In neuroscience, one of the most popular
hypotheses in this respect postulates that the process of healthy
age-related brain decline mirrors developmental maturation.
This concept was first introduced in 1881 as a “loi de régression”
(Ribot’s law) when Théodule Ribot, a French philosopher, observed that the destruction of memories progresses in reverse
order to that of their formation: from the unstable to the stable,
from the newly formed memories to older “sensory, instinctive”
memories (5). More generally, this hypothesis postulates that
the sequence of events associated with brain decline should
present itself in reverse order to the series of events related to
brain development, with brain regions thought to develop relatively late—at both ontogenetic and phylogenetic levels—also
degenerating relatively early (2, 6, 7).
One way of tracking this hypothesized mirroring pattern of
development and aging in the human brain is to use the information provided at a macroscopic level by structural MRI in
large-scale, lifespan human populations. Although structural
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the structural imaging studies investigating relationships between development and aging have so far led to different, and
sometimes contradictory, results (13, 14). One possible explanation for this inconsistency is that these studies have tested only one
specific pattern of age-related change and have focused on age
subgroups or on predefined regions of the brain.
Here, we took a purely data-driven approach to assess the
intersubject brain structure variability among 484 healthy participants covering most of the lifespan (8–85 y). We analyzed the
structural brain images of these healthy subjects using a linked
independent component analysis (ICA) (SI Materials and Methods)
(15). This approach provides an automatic decomposition of the
images into spatial components characterizing the intersubject
brain structural variability, i.e., each spatial component represents
a mode of variation of brain structure across all participants.

Fig. 1. Of all eight age-related components, only two achieved clear
practical significance. We assessed post hoc the relationship of each of the
70 components with age (using polynomial fit). Of eight statistically significant components (all P < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons), only two
achieved clear practical significance (IC1 and IC4), as measured by the percentage of age-related variance explained with a quadratic fit (indicated by
the R2 values): the “global” dominant mode showing monotonic decrease of
the whole gray matter with age (IC1), with 90% of the variance of IC1 across
subjects explained by age (R2 = 0.9), and the inverted-U component (IC4),
with 50% of IC4 variance explained by age (R2 = 0.5). R2 values for all other
components were below 0.1. The inverted-U component IC4 showed a symmetric, strong nonmonotonic relationship with age and presented the strongest quadratic fit as measured by its quadratic coefficient (q = −1.8 × 10−3).
a.u., arbitrary unit.
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Results
We obtained 70 independent components from this unbiased
decomposition that was solely based on the structural information in the gray matter images. As the ICA is, thus, blind to
any of the participants’ demographics or cognitive measures, we
identified post hoc two components that showed strong statistical, as well as practical, association with age (i.e., significance was
measured here using effect magnitude in addition to corrected
P values) (Fig. 1). The first independent component (IC1) represented the expected dominant mode of variation showing the
monotonic decrease of the whole gray matter with increasing age
typically reported in large-scale lifespan studies (16). Spatially, it
essentially described the standard deviation across all gray matter images (explaining ∼50% of the structural variance across
participants) (SI Materials and Methods), and post hoc analysis
revealed that age explained 90% of IC1 variance.
Critically, our data-driven approach made it possible to identify a distinct second age-related component (IC4) accounting
for a more subtle part of the structural variance, and showing a
nonmonotonic post hoc relationship with age. It defined a spatially specific network of mainly transmodal regions encompassing heteromodal cortex, and limbic and paralimbic regions
(17): lateral prefrontal cortex, frontal eye field, intraparietal
sulcus, superior temporal sulcus, posterior cingulate cortex, and
medial temporal lobe (Fig. 2, Fig. S1, and Table S1). Additional
regions included the parietal operculum (especially OP1), crus of
the cerebellum, fusiform and lingual gyrus, supplementary motor
area (SMA), and a focal, lateral portion of the primary motor
cortex (M1). Post hoc analysis revealed that this independent
component IC4 had a striking inverted-U relationship with age
peaking at 40 y (Figs. 1 and 2 and SI Materials and Methods).
While this component accounted for 3% of the structural variance across all 484 participants, it had a strong relationship with
age, as age explained 50% of the variance within the IC4 component (Fig. S2).
Broadly speaking, each component of an ICA describes
a mode of variation—here, specifically, a mode of variation of
brain structure—over and above variation associated with all
other components. Each voxel of the structural image for every
participant can be seen as the sum of each of these components
for that same voxel, weighted by the amount of structural variance that they explain. Therefore, in the regions defined by the
second age-related component IC4, the variation in brain
structure across subjects is explained by the additional effect of
this symmetric inverted-U shape on top of the dominant mode of
strong monotonic decrease of the whole gray matter with age
seen in IC1 (Fig. 3). This inverted-U component IC4 thus
describes a network of regions which, compared with the rest of
the gray matter, develop relatively late and slowly during adolescence and young adulthood, but show accelerated age-related
degeneration in old age (Fig. 3).
This brain network, characterized at one end of the life
spectrum by healthy late development and at the other end by
healthy accelerated degeneration, might therefore show particular
vulnerability to disorders that impact on brain structure during
adolescence (18) and aging (19), regardless of their etiology. To
test this hypothesis, we used structural imaging data from a study
of Alzheimer’s disease and a study of adolescent-onset schizophrenia, two diseases that serve here as models of unhealthy aging
and development, respectively, to compare their spatial pattern of
structural vulnerability with the inverted-U spatial network of IC4.
It should be noted at this stage that this hypothesis does not
suppose that these disorders should have common pathological
processes causing brain structural damage. What we are interested
in here is whether the timing of such distinct pathologies in disrupting normal brain development and aging, at a time when
regions of the inverted-U network are experiencing the greatest
change, leads to similar patterns of structural damage in this
network. We found that the spatial distribution of this inverted-U
component IC4 not only closely matched the gray matter regions
which show accelerated atrophy in Alzheimer’s disease (r = 0.55,
Douaud et al.

Discussion
Here, a data-driven analysis of brain structural variation across
484 healthy participants revealed a previously unseen component
showing a symmetric inverted-U relationship with age, and spatially characterizing a biologically meaningful network of gray
matter regions largely involved in transmodal processing. This
network of brain regions not only showed mirroring of healthy
developmental and aging processes, but also demonstrated
heightened vulnerability to etiologically distinct clinical disorders
linked to abnormal adolescent and aging trajectories (schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s disease) and recapitulated the pattern
of macrostructural abnormalities seen in both disorders.
Two features of our methodological approach were crucial in
revealing this inverted-U component IC4 showing symmetrical
developmental and aging processes. First, no constraint—spatial
or age-related—was imposed on the data. Second, the method
allowed us to detect more subtle modes of variation over and
above other global components that dominate the intersubject
variability, such as seen in IC1, and that are typically reported
in lifespan studies (16). This decomposition approach thus
revealed this IC4 component which, while explaining only a
modest amount of the structural variance across all 484 healthy
subjects (3%), had a strong relationship with age (as age
explained 50% of the IC4 variance) and accounted for a substantial part of the spatial variance of Alzheimer’s disease and
adolescent-onset schizophrenia patterns of abnormalities (30%
and 23%, respectively) (Fig. S2).
These results, intrinsically linking development, aging, and two
disorders with very distinct ages of onset of symptoms and neuropathological processes, might seem surprising at first. But they
become much more intuitive when taking several considerations
into account. First, our network of regions in which development
and aging mirror one another includes mainly transmodal regions.
The heteromodal cortex (or transmodal cortex when including
limbic and paralimbic regions) encompasses the highest synaptic
levels of bottom-up processing (17). Because it develops later
than the rest of the brain, the transmodal cortex is a strong
candidate for showing such retrogenesis or last-in, first-out processes. Second, both Alzheimer’s disease and schizophrenia have
been linked, separately in the literature, to a selective damage to
the heteromodal cortex. Indeed, neuropathological and neuroimaging findings suggest that primary lesions responsible for the
classic clinical feature of schizophrenia occur in the phylogenetically recent heteromodal cortex (23, 24). Separately, it has
been suggested that the pattern of vulnerability in Alzheimer’s
disease is distributed specifically following “nodes” distributed
within the heteromodal cortex (and showing substantial overlap
with the default mode network) (25). Interestingly, a retrogenic
neuropathological pattern in terms of neuronal cell loss and

Fig. 2. Network of gray matter regions showing the inverted-U relationship with age. (A) Spatial network corresponding to the second age-related independent component IC4 (orange) overlaid on the gray matter average across all 484 healthy participants (thresholded for better visualization at Z > 4). Left
is right. (B) Second age-related independent component IC4 load for each of the 484 participants plotted against age (quadratic fit is in turquoise; P = 6 × 10−73)
(SI Materials and Methods). a.u., arbitrary unit.
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P < 10−3) (Fig. 4, SI Materials and Methods, and Figs. S1 and S3),
but also matched those regions showing an altered developmental
trajectory in adolescent-onset schizophrenia (r = 0.48, P < 10−3)
(Fig. 5). Direct comparison of the spatial distribution between
Alzheimer’s disease and adolescent-onset schizophrenia pattern of
macrostructural abnormalities also revealed a good spatial crosscorrelation (r = 0.48, P < 10−3) (Fig. S3).
Of all 70 components, this close resemblance to both schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s disease spatial patterns was only specific
to the inverted-U mode of variation IC4 and the dominant mode
of variation IC1, as the latter simply represents the standard deviation across all subjects (Fig. S2). Although the inverted-U
component was purely derived from healthy individuals, discrimination analysis using this spatial network also allowed for
good separation of brain scans between patients with either
Alzheimer’s disease or schizophrenia and corresponding matched
controls (72% and 83% accuracy, respectively) (SI Materials
and Methods).
The inverted-U component IC4 also differed between males
and females (Fig. S4). Females showed a significantly higher and
slightly later peak with age than males (41 versus 39 y, respectively;
P = 4.5 × 10−3) (SI Materials and Methods). This few years of difference in lifespan trajectory of a relevant brain structural component could be related to the later age of onset of symptoms observed
in females with schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s disease (20, 21).
Finally, additional regression analyses in the large-scale lifespan healthy population showed specific, strong correlations
between the strength of the inverted-U component IC4 and
episodic memory and intellectual ability, deficits in which are
hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease and schizophrenia, respectively
(P << 10−3) (SI Materials and Methods). More specifically, there
was a moderate correlation of r = 0.31 between the network
strength and long-delay free recall on the California Verbal
Learning Test (CVLT), which is known to be the most salient
measure of memory deficit in mild cognitive impairment and
Alzheimer’s disease (Fig. 4) (22). There was also a good correlation of r = 0.40 between the network strength and fluid intelligence (block design; Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence,
WASI) (Fig. 5). We found a more modest correlation of r = 0.21
between the network strength and crystallized intelligence
(vocabulary; WASI) (Fig. S5). However, when looking at the
same relationship only in the healthy participants under 40 y
old (age peak of the inverted-U component), we found a very
strong correlation of r = 0.52, consistent with the notion
that verbal intelligence crystallizes to a plateau in middle age
(Figs. S5 and S6).

Fig. 3. Regions of the inverted-U network develop relatively slowly during
adolescence but present accelerated age-related degeneration at an old
age. In the ICA approach, the gray matter volume relationship with age at
each voxel is explained by a weighted combination of all ICA components
contributing to that voxel. (A) A widespread component including most of
the gray matter explains 50% of the structural variation in the images (IC1).
(B) The component of interest (IC4) explains 3% of the structural variation
across images. (C) The relationship with age in the “core” of the inverted-U
network of IC4 (as defined here for visual interpretation by using a threshold
of Z > 4; B) is therefore explained by a combination of A and B, meaning that
there is an additional effect on top of the dominant pattern of monotonic
decrease in whole gray matter volume with increasing age as seen in IC1. As
a result, compared with the whole of the gray matter (gray line in C), regions
of the inverted-U network of IC4 (turquoise line in C) develop relatively
slowly during adolescence and young adulthood (the turquoise line shows
a less steep slope than the gray line) but also show accelerated age-related
degeneration at old age (the turquoise line shows a steeper slope than the
gray line). a.u., arbitrary unit.

myelin vulnerability has also been observed in Alzheimer’s
disease (7).
Not all regions in the inverted-U spatial network of IC4 were
transmodal. However, connectivity of OP1 may predispose it to
perform more integrative aspects of somatosensory processing
(26), while the crus of the cerebellum is most connected to the
heteromodal prefrontal and posterior parietal cortices (27). One
region that is known to ontogenetically and phylogenetically
develop late, but is absent from our network, is the frontal pole
(Brodmann area 10) (28). We did not find any evidence for late
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1410378111

maturation in this region whose function is still debated (29, 30),
which is in line with findings from the MRI study by Hill et al. (2)
elegantly linking high-expanding and slowly maturing cortical
regions during evolution and human development. However, the
lateral portion of M1, which is not typically thought to develop
late or degenerate early, was present in our network, and also
within the regions reported in the MRI study by Hill et al. (2).
The fact that, using structural MRI, we are probing information
at a macroscopic scale, which might encapsulate various cellular
mechanisms such as myelination, astrocytosis, or vascularization,
might explain these apparent discrepancies. At this resolution, it is
not possible to resolve which mechanisms may underlie the
macroscopic cortical changes that we observe and peak at 40 y (8).
This study also comes with the limitations inherent to large crosssectional datasets across the lifespan, such as possible cohort
effects and selection bias, which might influence the age peak to
some degree (31). Various imaging studies support a similar
timeline for late development (32–35), however, while recent
cellular findings show, for instance, that myelination and remodeling of synaptic spines extend later than previously thought,
beyond adolescence and young adulthood (36, 37).
It should be noted that relatively late maturation in the lateral
part of the primary motor cortex and small part of lingual gyrus is
also seen during healthy adolescence and in adolescent-onset
schizophrenia (38, 39). We have previously found that adolescentonset schizophrenia exhibits an altered maturational pattern compared with matched healthy adolescents (38), with differences in
M1, SMA, and lingual gyrus initially present at 16 y, and fading
away 2.5 y later. One difference between the inverted-U network of
IC4 and the spatial pattern of adolescent-onset schizophrenia was
the absence of medial temporal lobe abnormalities in the latter
case (Figs. S1 and S3). This apparent discrepancy is likely due to
the fact that we observed changes over a relatively short period of
time in adolescence (16–18.5 y on average), which did not span to
young adulthood when hippocampus volume still changes (40).
Remarkably, the white matter myelination in the frontal lobe,
as assessed using diffusion imaging and transverse relaxation
rate, reveals a similar inverted-U relationship, peaking at a
comparable age (41). It is therefore possible that what we observe here as a subtle effect in the gray matter (on top of the
dominating loss of gray matter) relates to the myelination process of intracortical fibers (12). This process might also explain
why the spatial distribution of the inverted-U component IC4,
and the maps of structural abnormalities in schizophrenia and
Alzheimer’s disease, is more prominent in the fundus of the sulci
as opposed to gyral crowns. Known histological differences between the two, such as the facts that the cortex in the fundus has
a greater cell density and, most relevantly, that fundi have thicker
supragranular—phylogenetically newest and latest myelinated—
layers (42), might partly explain this topography of the gray
matter volume differences. Neuropathological studies also interestingly show that β-amyloid distribution in Alzheimer’s disease
and reduced cell density in schizophrenia are both preferentially
found in the fundus of sulci (43, 44). We cannot exclude the
possibility, however, that the distinct topography of the cortical
fundi and subcortical structures, as more “internal” structures in
the brain, and their specific histology and fiber orientation interact
with the imaging technique, contrast, and limited resolution used
here, so that we are more sensitive to capture macroscopic differences—due to the myelination process, for instance—in these
specific parts of the cortex. It is therefore possible that the same
brain regions of the inverted-U network might exhibit the same
age-related changes in the gyri, if higher-resolution and comparative histology were available (45).
Another feature of the inverted-U component IC4 was that its
lifespan trajectory matched that of fluid and crystallized intelligence (that is, before it crystallizes) and, to a lesser degree,
episodic memory in the 484 healthy subjects (Fig. S6). As a consequence, there was a linear relationship between the inverted-U
component load and each of these cognitive measures, very
much in line with the above-mentioned quadratic, inverted-U
Douaud et al.

myelination process which followed closely the same age trajectory as a functional performance measure (46). Following these
observations, Bartzokis (47) proposed a myelin “development-todegeneration” model of the human brain, according to which
“myelin development, maintenance, and its eventual breakdown
are essential to understanding . . . cognitive and behavioral trajectories through life” and that shed light on Alzheimer’s disease
as a developmental disorder “requiring myelination as an essential permissive step” (47). This analogous result reinforces the
idea, which cannot be tested with the imaging technique and
resolution available for this study, that the effect observed here
in the gray matter might be somewhat related to myelination.
Using a data-driven approach, we have therefore been able to
characterize a biologically meaningful component intrinsically
linking late development, early degeneration, and vulnerability
to disease. There is mounting evidence that the pattern of various brain disorders can be explained to some extent by observing

the healthy brain. Deviations from normal trajectories of brain
maturation have been identified in developmental disorders (38,
48), while some neurodegenerative disorders seem to progress
within specific healthy brain networks (23, 49). One recent study
has also shown that data-driven decomposition of white matter
tractograms in healthy young subjects recapitulates the pattern
of abnormalities in dementia (50). Here, we show how the
symmetric inverted-U component, while derived without any
prior hypothesis from healthy subjects’ brain structure, (i) spatially recapitulates the structural vulnerability of two etiologically
distinct disorders emerging at opposite ends of the life spectrum
(schizophrenia—aptly named “dementia praecox” until the mid1950s—and Alzheimer’s disease), (ii) accurately discriminates
these two disorders from their matched healthy group, and (iii) is
associated, in this large-scale lifespan healthy population, with
cognitive functions whose impairment are key symptoms of
schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s disease. We thus suggest that the

Fig. 5. The inverted-U component spatially corresponds to the structural pattern of abnormalities in adolescent-onset schizophrenia and correlates with intelligence scale in healthy subjects. (A) The spatial network corresponding to the inverted-U component IC4 (orange) closely matches the gray matter showing
altered trajectory in adolescent-onset schizophrenia compared with healthy adolescents (green; thresholded for better visualization at P < 0.05; n = 24; voxelby-voxel spatial cross-correlation: r = 0.48; P < 10−3). (B) The inverted-U component load for each of the healthy participants plotted against intellectual ability
[e.g., block design score (fluid intelligence) from the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence; n = 439; linear fit is in turquoise; r = 0.40; P = 1.8 × 10−18] (SI
Materials and Methods and Fig. S5 shows the plot for crystallized intelligence). Results presented here have not been age-corrected, as the relationship between
block design scores and age was highly nonlinear. As for episodic memory scores, lifespan trajectory of fluid intelligence matched that of the inverted-U
component (Fig. S6), explaining the linear relationship between the two presented in B. a.u., arbitrary unit.
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Fig. 4. The inverted-U component spatially corresponds to the structural pattern of abnormalities in Alzheimer’s disease and correlates with episodic
memory in healthy subjects. (A) The spatial network corresponding to the inverted-U component IC4 (orange) closely matches the gray matter found to be
atrophic in Alzheimer’s disease compared with healthy elderly (blue; thresholded for better visualization at P < 0.001; n = 120; voxel-by-voxel spatial crosscorrelation: r = 0.55; P < 10−3). (B) The inverted-U component load for each of the healthy participants plotted against episodic memory score (CVLT longdelay recall; n = 370; linear fit is in turquoise; r = 0.31; P = 1.2 × 10−9) (SI Materials and Methods). Results presented here have not been age-corrected, as the
relationship between episodic memory scores and age was highly nonlinear. In fact, their lifespan trajectory matched that of the inverted-U component
(Fig. S6), explaining the linear relationship between the two presented in B. a.u., arbitrary unit.

spatial pattern of structural abnormalities common to these disorders might be determined crucially by the timing of the interplay
of their specific pathophysiological processes with normal brain
development and aging, specifically in regions in which these two
processes mirror one another.
Materials and Methods
The study was approved by the Regional Ethical Committee of Southern
Norway; 484 right-handed healthy volunteers covering much of the lifespan
(age range from 8 to 85 y old; 220 males) underwent the same imaging
protocol with structural T1-weighted images performed using a 12-channel
head coil on a 1.5 T Siemens Avanto Scanner (Siemens Medical Systems). A
linked ICA decomposition into 70 components was run on brain structural
information derived from three complementary types of gray matter image
processing: gray matter volume obtained from an optimized voxel-based
morphometry protocol using FMRIB Sofware Library (FSL-VBM) analysis (51,
52), and vertexwise cortical thickness and surface area measures calculated
using FreeSurfer (53). For the purpose of this study, we focused on components showing statistical as well as clear practical significant relationship
with age (significance measured using effect magnitude as opposed to P
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